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Introduction
These exemplar answers have been chosen from the 
summer 2018 examination series.

OCR is open to a wide variety of approaches and all 
answers are considered on their merits. These exemplars, 
therefore, should not be seen as the only way to answer 
questions but do illustrate how the mark scheme has 
been applied.

Please always refer to the specification https://www.
ocr.org.uk/qualifications/gcse/twenty-first-century-
science-suite-combined-science-b-j260-from-2016/ for 
full details of the assessment for this qualification. These 
exemplar answers should also be read in conjunction 
with the sample assessment materials and the June 2018 
Examiners’ report or Report to Centres available from 
Interchange https://interchange.ocr.org.uk/Home.mvc/
Index

The question paper, mark scheme and any resource 
booklet(s) will be available on the OCR website from 
summer 2019. Until then, they are available on OCR 
Interchange (school exams officers will have a login for 
this and are able to set up teachers with specific logins – 
see the following link for further information http://www.
ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/
managing-user-accounts/).

It is important to note that approaches to question 
setting and marking will remain consistent. At the same 
time OCR reviews all its qualifications annually and may 
make small adjustments to improve the performance of 
its assessments. We will let you know of any substantive 
changes.

https://interchange.ocr.org.uk/Home.mvc/Index
https://interchange.ocr.org.uk/Home.mvc/Index
http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/managing-user-accounts/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/managing-user-accounts/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/managing-user-accounts/
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Question 1 (a)
Exemplar 1 1 mark

Examiner commentary
Although the candidate in Exemplar 1 has drawn a neat diagram, it is has not been labelled and does not gain any credit. In general 
candidates undervalue the power of a clearly annotated scientific sketch diagram to communicate ideas, and like Exemplar 1 
struggle to express in prose what they could probably have communicated very clearly in a drawing.

Although the first sentence of the response contains no relevant response the second sentence contains some relevant content on 
electrons in rings around the outside and they have been given the benefit of the doubt for their use of non-technical language (BOD).
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Exemplar 2 4 marks

Examiner commentary
Exemplar 2 has attempted to draw two different atomic models, Rutherford’s on the right (crossed out) and Bohr’s on the left. However, 
like Exemplar 1 the candidate has not completed their scientific diagram by adding the annotations, although they could have achieved 
all 4 marks they gained by annotating their diagrams rather than repeating themselves in a longer written answer.

In the text, marks are awarded for: protons and neutrons in the nucleus (2) and electrons in shells. A BOD (benefit of the doubt) is 
given for the nucleus in the centre as the diagram shows the protons and neutrons in the middle. The candidate has made a basic 
misconception error by confusing a force (weight) with a quantity of matter (mass).
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Exemplar 3 5 marks

Examiner commentary
In Exemplar 3 the candidate has gained four of the 5 marks for a clearly annotated scientific diagram which shows the – central nucleus, 
protons in nucleus, neutrons in nucleus and the orbiting electrons.

Most of the written text is a repetition of the excellent annotated diagram. However, in the final sentence of the text the candidate 
states that the ‘electrons are negative’ for the fifth mark. Although the use of a diagram was optional it should be clear that using a 
clearly annotated diagram was a better way to answer this question as most candidates who attempted to write an answer without a 
diagram ran out of space and did not gain full marks.
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Examiner commentary
The candidate has clearly indicated that their original answer 10-15 m is crossed and that 10-5 m is their preferred response. However, 
neither of these answers is correct.

The actual diameter of an atom is approximately10-10 m while 1010 m is approximately the diameter of the planet Saturn. 

Question 1 (b) (i)
Exemplar 1 0 marks

Question 1 (b) (ii)
Exemplar 1 0 marks

Examiner commentary
The question asked for a comparative size so expected answers were much smaller or tiny. Exemplar 2 is an example of a candidate 
who qualified smaller by ‘much’ so gains the mark. Many other candidates like in Exemplar 1 chose to give a numerical answer and 
values between 1000 and 100000 times smaller were accepted. Based on the gold foil experiment an atom of gold must be at least 
10000 times larger than the nucleus (remember that the alpha particles does not have to touch the nucleus of the gold atoms to be 
deflected). The answer in Exemplar 1 is at least 100 to 10000 times too low. In the gold foil analogy if the nucleus of the gold atom were 
1 mm in diameter it would sit in the centre of an atom with a radius of 5 m.

Exemplar 2 1 mark
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Question 1 (c) (i)
Exemplar 1 0 marks

Examiner commentary
This candidate shows a misconception that many candidates had that Thomson discovered the electron and the proton in 1897. In fact 
the proton was ‘discovered’ by Rutherford twenty years later as he developed a new model of the atom that better explained the new 
experimental evidence. Understanding how ideas about the atom developed in the late 19th and early 20th century helps candidates 
to develop their own ideas about science.

Seeing science as a fixed body of ‘truth’ and ‘facts’ that need to be learnt can lead to misunderstandings as in the exemplar above; if the 
candidate had only written about the negative charge they would have been given a benefit of the doubt (BOD) mark. 

Question 1 (c) (ii)
Exemplar 1 2 marks

Examiner commentary
This response answers this question and the candidate did know some detail about J.J. Thomson’s ‘plum pudding’ model. The response 
gained marks for stating that Thomson’s model atom was like a pudding with plums, and in the model atom the electrons were 
scattered within it. Few candidates gained full marks and in this exemplar, the candidate would need to go on to explain that the 
pudding matter is positive or that the electrons are negative.
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Question 1 (d)
Exemplar 1 2 marks

Examiner commentary
The candidate in this exemplar is aware that it is the number of neutrons in the nucleus of each isotope of carbon that makes them 
different to gain the first mark. They then state the number of neutrons in each isotope, without making a comparative statement, but 
this is given the benefit of the doubt for identifying the difference.
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Question 2
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Exemplar 1 2 marks

Examiner commentary
The candidate in Exemplar 1 has selected transformer A but they have not attempted to make any calculations from the data provided. 
The reason stated about the output potential difference being 12V is valid, but the other justification that transformer A uses least 
power shows a misunderstanding of how transformers work and the question being asked. The candidate’s response does have a 
logical structure and so the candidate gained 2 marks at the top of Level 1.

To achieve Level 2 the candidate would have to have carried out some calculations, perhaps annotating the table with their result. They 
would then have had to make an attempt to use their calculation to justify their choice of transformer.
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Exemplar 2 4 marks

Examiner commentary
The candidate in Exemplar 2 has incorrectly chosen transformer C. They have calculated the current in the secondary coils but it is not 
clear that the candidate understands that these are the maximum currents. The calculation used for the current from transformer C is 
written down as 60 ÷ 12 = 4 A, but this appears to be a slip in their working as the candidate has used 15 V for the voltage. 

The candidate does attempt at justify the choice of transformer C using the data provided and their response does form a logical 
structure so this response is at the top of Level 2. To achieve Level 3 the candidate would have to have correctly calculated the output 
power and currents and used this data to select transformer B, rather than transformer C (which supplies the wrong p.d. for the pump), 
or transformer A (which does not supply sufficient current to run the pump).

Although their logic is faulty (the pump needs a 12 V supply not a 15 V supply), their answer is concise (80 words) analyses processed 
data to reach a conclusion. Some Level 2 answers were over twice as long and tended to only gain 3 marks as overlong answers are 
typically poorly structured and contradict themselves. A useful exercise would be to get candidates to attempt to improve the structure 
of the response in Exemplar 11. For example:

• Transformer A does not produce enough current. 30/12 = 2.5 A

• Transformer B produces too much current. 60/12 = 5 A which could waste energy as heat

• Transformer C produces enough current but less than B. 60/15 = 4 A 

• Transformer C produces 3 V potential difference more than A and B. This allows for a lower current and prevents waste energy from 
generating heat.

• Eve should choose transformer C
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Exemplar 3 6 marks

Examiner commentary
The candidate’s answer in Exemplar 3 gives a concise, logical and clearly justified argument for choosing transformer B based on the 
analysis of the data provided. There is a correct calculation of the output power both in the text and alongside the question diagram. 
It is clear that the theory of how transformers work is understood as the output power is equated to the input power. Scientific terms, 
such as power and voltage, are used correctly. 

Exemplar 3 is an ideal example of a top of Level 3 response. The candidate uses a scientific writing style that is focused on answering 
the question and using the underlying physics to support their answer. This response is 98 words long and only uses ten of the twelve 
answer lines available. Some candidates wrote answers that were at least twice as long, often spilling over onto the additional pages at 
the back of the question paper. These very long answers were often written in a storytelling style which was quite wordy and became 
less well structured as the candidate attempted to add in more and more irrelevant detail.
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Question 3 (a)

Exemplar 1 2 marks

Examiner commentary
By showing their workings the candidate in Exemplar 1 was able to gain 2 marks although both their final answer and the unit used 
were incorrect. A correct substitution of the data into the equation R = potential difference ÷ current is shown and gains 2 marks, even 
though the equation is not stated in words or in symbols.

Showing the method used to get their answer in a physics exam can reduce the likelihood of an error being made compared to the 
candidate who works out the answer in their head. Showing workings also allows compensatory marks to be given even if, as in the 
exemplar above, the final answer is incorrect. When a candidate only writes down their final answer they are choosing to gain either 
full marks or no marks. Writing down workings ensures that the minimum number of marks is lost due to simple errors. However it was 
clear from many responses to part (b) that they knew that V = IR, and so could have accessed at least 1 or 2 marks if they had shown 
their workings.
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Exemplar 2 5 marks

Examiner commentary
In this exemplar, the candidate has set out their workings very clearly. Many questions in a physics question paper follow this format and 
although in this case the candidate’s final answer is correct (so gets all the marks) it shows each of the stages needed to get some of the 
marks available:

• recalled the formula V = IR

• substituted the correct values from the stem of question

• rearranged the formula to calculate a value for resistance of the heating element

• calculated the value for resistance to 2 decimal places

• states the correct units. Either Ω or ohm are acceptable.
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Question 3 (b)
Exemplar 1 4 marks

Examiner commentary
In Exemplar 15 the candidate has annotated the question with the equation V = IR and the values from part (a). This is a very good 
technique as it will have helped them to visualise the answer to each statement in the table. For example assuming the p.d. of the 
battery remains constant at 12 V:

• 12 = I × R, so if I increases then R must decrease. The statement is false.

• p.d. = I × R, so if p.d. drops then R must decrease. The statement is true.

• 12 = I × R, so if R increases then I will decrease. The statement is false.

• 12 = I × R, so if R decreases then I must increase. The statement is true.

As a result all four ticks are in the correct boxes and the full 4 marks were awarded.
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Question 3 (c)
Exemplar 1 2 marks

Examiner commentary
The candidate has correctly stated that the resistance will decrease when switch S2 is closed. 

The explanation given is not particularly clearly worded but does state that with S2 closed there are two paths for the current to flow 
through. The perfect answer would say that because the resistance of both heating elements is identical then the current would be 
shared equally between both paths. 
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Question 4 (a)
Exemplar 1 3 marks

Examiner commentary
In this exemplar, the candidate has set down the data they know from the stem of the question in a way that has allowed them to 
correctly calculate the correct answer and gain all 3 marks.

However, it is always advisable for candidates to show their working in case their final answer is incorrect and then marks can be given 
for points within the working. For example:

• (99.8 ÷ 83.3) × 0.27 = 0.32348

• 0.32348 rounded to two significant figures is 32%

Question 4 (b)
Exemplar 1 1 mark

Examiner commentary
Candidates are required to be able to explain the differences between renewable and non-renewable energy resources, while some 
candidates were unable to answer this straightforward question successfully, many candidates, as in Exemplar 1, did gain the mark 
despite struggling to give a clear concise scientific answer. Here the candidate has gained the mark for stating that non-renewable 
sources can run out.
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Question 4 (c)

Exemplar 1 2 marks
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Exemplar 2 3 marks

Examiner commentary
Candidates often find it difficult to focus on the science behind the question when asked to compare between real world processes. 
In Exemplar 1 the candidate is able to give two valid answers for and against the use of gas-fired power stations to produce electricity 
and gain 2 marks. However their response about using a tidal lagoon to produce electricity is either irrelevant (any large power 
stations is expensive) or and lacks enough detail about the science (does not damage the environment). The candidate could have 
said the tidal lagoons damage the environment by disrupting mud flat habitats used by birds or do not produce greenhouse gases 
that cause global warming or that making the concrete for such a large barrier will produce lots of CO

2
 which is a greenhouse gas.

Exemplar 2 is much clearer in linking their response to the underlying science. Tidal lagoons use a sustainable energy resource to 
generate power (gravitational potential). Gas-fired power stations use a non-renewable chemical energy store but can produce 
electricity at a constant rate.

However Exemplar 2 illustrates a common misconception where a candidate paraphrases the stem of the question in their 
answer. In the stem of the question it states that electricity is generated at high tide by water flowing into the lagoon and 
electricity is generated at low tide by water flowing out of the lagoon. To gain the mark the answer would need to demonstrate 
an understanding of the underlying science. Electricity is generated whenever there is a difference in water heights which occur at 
other times during the tidal cycle. 
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Question 5 (a)
Exemplar 1 3 marks

Examiner commentary
The candidate in this exemplar has tried two methods and decided that the one under the squiggly line (calculate the area under the 
graph) is the correct answer. As all the data in the stem of the question are given to one or two decimal places the expected answer was 
0.09 J. The candidate’s response rounds to 0.09 and hence the full 3 marks are given.

It would have been possible for the candidate to use the equation above the squiggly line, which is printed on the data sheet. However 
the candidate converted from the SI unit m to cm when calculating the spring constant from the graph. For example:

• Energy stored = ½ × 70 × 0.052 = 0.09 J

• Energy stored = area under the graph =½ × 0.05 × 3.5 = 0.09 J
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Question 5 (b) (i)
Exemplar 1 1 mark

Examiner commentary
The four data points from the table are plotted correctly and gain the 1 mark. The fifth cross is has been marked with a I (ignore) as it 
is part of the candidate’s working for Q5(a).

I
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Question 5 (b) (ii)
Exemplar 1 1 mark

Examiner commentary
The mark is gained by the statement that the force and extension vary linearly. Although it then becomes non-linear, in order to gain 
the mark it must be stated that this transition happens at 4 N.

Question 5 (b) (iii)
Exemplar 1 1 mark

Examiner commentary
The candidate in this exemplar clearly and concisely describes how the behaviour of the spring moves from elastic to plastic regions 
for the first mark. The second mark could be gained for explaining that the spring has become plastically deformed and will not go 
back to its original length. The mark scheme in this instance states to ignore returning to its original ‘shape’.
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Question 5 (c)
Exemplar 1 3 marks

Examiner commentary
Practical questions that required candidates to evaluate and improve practical procedures, or identify what data the student in 
the question should measure, would have been assessed in the controlled assessment in the legacy Twenty First Century Science 
qualification. Most candidates continued to use an exam technique for these questions that was more suitable for an extended 
science report and like This candidate ran out of space. They use a story telling writing style and also repeat in the text information 
that they have already given more clearly in their annotated diagram. Two of the 3 marks were given for the diagram and the only 
additional detail in the text is that safety goggles should be worn in case the spring breaks. As the candidate does not provide any 
detail on how the newtonmeter should be used to measure the force, no credit could be given.
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Exemplar 2 5 marks

Examiner commentary
The candidate in Exemplar 2 also gains most of their marks from a clearly annotated scientific sketch which could be used by Amir to 
set up his equipment. This candidate also demonstrates a much better approach to writing in a scientific way. There is no irrelevant 
padding and it is very clear what Amir is expected to do. The response makes five valid points and gains full marks:

• clamp the stand to table – annotated on the diagram

• place the ruler parallel to and close to the spring – annotated on the diagram

• hang the 100g mass from the spring – annotated on the diagram

• measuring the length of the spring before adding the weights

• measure the extension by subtracting the original length from the extended length of the spring.

Rather than drawing out standard equipment set ups it is important for candidates to sketch and write up procedures based on 
what they actually did to make the activity work. Candidates who only every experience practicals that go perfectly will not be 
prepared for the way that real practical science works. 
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Question 6 (a) (i)
Exemplar 1 3 marks

Examiner commentary
Candidates are expected to be able to read measurements from the common pieces of laboratory equipment that are listed in the 
specification. This exemplar shows a response where the candidate has indicated on frame 5 where they made the measurement, 
but they have taken the measurement to the nearest mark on the ruler. The candidate has then correctly converted from cm m and 
preserved the resolution of their original measurement for the full 3 marks. 

A common misconception demonstrated by many candidates was to give the distance as 12 cm or 0.12 m. Error carried forward 
(ECF) was applied to the candidates who gave a response of 0.12 m and they gained 1 mark for correct conversion. When using an 
analogue measuring device candidates are expected to be able to take readings to the appropriate resolution, which is the nearest 
measurement mark. When converting measurements the resolution of the original measurement needs to be retained, so from 
millimetres to metres values need to be recorded to three decimal places.
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Question 6 (a) (ii)
Exemplar 1 4 marks

Examiner commentary
In the exemplar for Question 6ai the candidate’s answer is well-presented and their only error is to miscalculate the time between 
frame 1 and frame 5 (they have used five frames 5 × 0.004, rather than 4 × 0.004 = 0.016 s. This is treated as an error carried forward. 
Although the final answer is incorrect but the candidate gained 4 marks from the workings. 

It needs to be emphasised to all candidates that not recording any workings is a high risk strategy where the candidate either gets 
all the marks or none of the marks. Candidates who attempted this question with with no working and gave the wrong answer 
gained no marks. All the candidates who showed some appropriate workings gained at least 1 mark.

Question 6 (a) (iii)
Exemplar 1 2 marks

Examiner commentary
Here the candidate identifies that the ant travels further because it moves up (i.e. to the left hand side) and correctly concludes that 
the speed is underestimated. A response that simply stated that the calculated speed of the ant is an underestimate without giving 
any reasonable justification for that conclusion would get no marks.
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Question 6 (b)
Exemplar 1 2 marks

Examiner commentary
In this exemplar, the candidate’s response is about the temperature of the ants and so has gained some credit. Many other 
candidates wrote about heat and could not be given any marks as they had not answered the question that was asked.

Radiating infra-red to decrease the ant’s temperature gains 1 mark. The candidate links how the hairs on the ant reflect light 
preventing the ant from absorbing solar radiation and increasing their temperature. The benefit of the doubt (BOD) symbol has been 
added by the marker as it initially looked like the candidate was following an argument about reflecting thermal energy but then the 
candidate linked this to the temperature of the ant.
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Question 7 (a)
Exemplar 1 0 marks

Exemplar 2 2 marks
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Examiner commentary
Scientific drawing of diagrams, circuits, equipment set ups and free body diagrams is an area where students need practice. Scientific 
sketches are a record of the science that the candidate is observing. A circuit where the lines representing the wiring do not join up 
is not a working circuit, and many candidates produced a very creative range of sketches, none of which were free body diagrams.

The candidate in Exemplar 1 clearly knows what a free body diagram of a stationary drone should look like (the arrows start from the 
centre of mass and the forces are opposite and equal) but unfortunately neither arrow is labelled and without annotations it is not a 
complete diagram of the forces acting on the drone, so cannot gain any credit.

In Exemplar 2 the candidate has drawn a similar sketch with both up and down arrows that have been correctly labelled and so 
gains 2 marks. The horizontal arrows are not required and in any case are unlabelled so have been ignored.

A good starter exercise is to ask students to draw a free body diagram of a real life situation or perhaps a current news item. 

Question 7 (b) (i)
Exemplar 1 2 marks

Examiner commentary
Exemplar 1 gains 2 marks for showing the correct arrows representing weight (force acting downwards) and air resistance (force 
acting to the right). For the third mark the lift arrow needs to be at an upward and to the left angle, in order to balance the weight 
and overcome the air resistance.
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Question 7 (b) (ii)
Exemplar 1 5 marks

Examiner commentary
In this exemplar, the candidate has set out their method in an ideal way that includes:

• recalling the appropriate formula

• using a sketch to deduce the resultant force acting on the drone

• rearranges the formula to make acceleration the subject

• substitutes in the correct values

The final answer is correct and has 2 significant figures so it gains all 5 marks. It is backed up by clear correct working. 

Question 7 (b) (iii)
Exemplar 1 0 marks

Examiner commentary
The candidate in this exemplar has probably misread the question. It is important for candidates to appreciate that each part of 
Question 7 is building up a story and it will help them to look back at how this story develops. For example if the candidate had 
looked up to their free body sketch they would see that if the air resistance increased to 6 N it would balance out the horizontal 
component of the lift force, which is also 6 N.

The first option is correct (0 N) as the drone is travelling at a steady speed and there is no resultant force. Using a quick sketch would 
have helped the candidate to avoid making the wrong choice.
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Question 7 (b) (iv)
Exemplar 1 3 marks

Examiner commentary
Showing working, as in the above exemplar, is very good practice even for simple substitution calculations like this where the equation 
has been provided in the stem of the question. This can reduces the likelihood of an error being made compared to the candidate 
working out the answer mentally and allows compensatory marks to be given even if the candidate’s final answer is incorrect.

The candidate’s final answer rounds to 8.0 (both the kinetic energy and mass of the drone are given to two significant figures) and 
so all 3 marks are given. In this question, a final answer of 8 m/s would also have gained all 3 marks. In general GCSE candidates are 
allowed greater tolerance when too many significant figures are used. However candidates need to be aware that inappropriate 
rounding may be penalised (see Q6(a)i exemplar). 
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Question 8 (a)
Exemplar 1 4 marks

Examiner commentary
Showing working as in this exemplar is very good practice, even for simple substitution calculations like this one where one of the 
equations has been provided in the stem of the question. This can reduce the likelihood of an error being made compared to the 
candidate working out the answer mentally and allows compensatory marks to be given even if the candidate’s final answer is incorrect.

Note how the candidate has set out their workings in a clear well-presented way:

• substitutes values into the equation for the volume of a cylinder

• recalls and rearranges the density formula

• substitutes in values from the stem and step one to calculate the mass of the gas

• rounds down answer to an appropriate number of decimal places.

Candidates gained full credit for any correct answer that rounded to two significant figures (50 g).
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Question 8 (b)
Exemplar 1 2 marks

Examiner commentary
The candidate response in this exemplar gained 2 marks for explaining that:

• molecules gaining kinetic energy

• molecules hit the can walls more frequently.

In order to get the third mark an answer needed to state that there is a greater change in momentum when the molecules collide with 
the can walls. In order to gain the collision mark a response needs to be explicit about the gas molecules colliding with the can, as 
collisions between gas molecules do not increase the pressure in the can.
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Question 9 (a)
Exemplar 1 2 marks

Examiner commentary
In this exemplar, the candidate’s clear annotations on and alongside the graph along with those in the working space provide the 
evidence that the candidate recognises the initial activity at time = 0. The candidate’s workings shows a clear understanding of the 
term half-life and how to determine its value from the activity-time graph. The final answer falls within the range allowed (5.0 to 6.0) and 
hence gains both marks.
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Question 9 (b)
Exemplar 1 4 marks

Examiner commentary
In this exemplar, the candidate’s clear workings shows how they have arrived at the correct number of half-lives which gets 2 marks. The 
time before replacement is the correct value for their half-life value found in Question 9(a) and so the other 2 marks are given.
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Question 9 (c)
Exemplar 1 2 marks
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Examiner commentary
The answer lines available should guide candidates as to how much detail they should write in their answer. Many candidates 
struggle with this type of question where they are explicitly asked to explain or evaluate the views of other people (in this case Mia 
and Sundip). Many candidates give their own views or use an over long story telling style.

The candidate in this exemplar has a concise scientific writing style although it is not always clear that they are trying to explain 
‘how the exposure to the source could be kept as constant as possible’. The first mark is given for recognition that if the container/
equipment moves faster, the dose will be less. The second mark was given for the dose changes over time as the source decays and 
becomes less radioactive. The second point is an alternative wording to the marking point (the dose will decrease over time as the 
activity source decreases) and could have been expressed more clearly, and so has a BOD. The answer would have been better if it 
said the dose decreases. 

A full answer needs two more details such as: a very high activity source would give too high a dose, speed could be decreased as 
the activity falls so that the dose remains constant, or sources can be added to increase overall activity. An ideal answer could look 
like this:

• Mia is correct about using small sources as these can be replaced as the activity of the source drops below a certain level and 
so maintains the overall activity and dose received. Sundip is incorrect as although it is simpler to replace on large source the 
overall activity would always be decreasing after changing the source and the dose would not be constant.

• Sundip is correct that the speed of the container is important as if it moves too fast it will not get enough dose, or if slowly it 
gets damaged by too high a dose. 

• Sundip’s suggestion of a single large source could be used but the speed of the container should be increased when the overall 
activity is high and slowed when the overall activity is lower so that the dose received remains constant and the container is  
not damaged.
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